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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report describes a review commissioned by Let’s Get Wellington Moving (LGWM) of proposals for a
Mass Transit Corridor (MTC) in Wellington. This work is one work stream contributing to an overall
investigation by LGWM into the future transport system for Wellington.
The Wellington Passenger Transport Spine Study (PTSS), completed in 2013, concluded that a high quality,
high frequency public transport spine should run from Wellington Railway Station to the Basin Reserve via
the Golden Mile (Lambton Quay), with branches to Kilbirnie and Newtown via the Regional Hospital on
Adelaide Road. It identified Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) as the preferred mode, but also recommended that the
route should be protected through the CBD for the introduction of light rail (LRT) in the future.
This review was commissioned to see if the PTSS Study conclusions were still valid, given changes that have
occurred since 2013, and to provide commentary about how international experience of mass transit
planning and implementation could relate to Wellington. The review involved meetings with stakeholders,
evaluation of key aspects of the PTSS study and updating the key assumptions used in that study. The key
conclusions of this review are as follows:
— The most significant changes to the assumptions and criteria used in 2013 are the Basin Bridge decision

and a modest increase in travel demand forecasts across the region.
— The route recommended in the PTSS Study for the MTC is still the best performing overall, even with

the updated assessment criteria used in this review. Bifurcation of the route at Basin Reserve is not
ideal, as there would be a lower resultant frequency on the separate sections, but provides the best
solution to serve Newtown AND Kilbirnie / Airport by mass transit, due to the potentially significant
social and environmental effects of other alternatives.
— Rail station transfers will be a key driver of potential demand for passenger transport, particularly on

Lambton Quay. Some 1500 transfers between rail and bus already take place in the two-hour morning
peak period and with mass transit in place the amount of transfer is set to increase significantly, more
so if integrated ticketing is also introduced.
— This review has identified concerns over the absolute numbers of rail station transfers forecast by the

PTSS modelling, particularly in relation to the transfer of short distance walking trips. Such an
outcome may be both unrealistic and undesirable and will need to be carefully evaluated in the scenario
modelling currently being undertaken by LGWM.
— The cost difference between BRT and LRT is smaller than suggested by the PTSS, mainly due to

assumptions related to the Basin Bridge project which have changed since 2013. A new tunnel with
sufficient capacity for mass transit through Mt Victoria would be required for either option, however it
would need to be dedicated to mass transit if LRT was the elected mode. However, LRT would still
involve a significantly higher level of investment than BRT, due to additional track bed preparation,
construction and system costs.
— The operating model assumed in the PTSS Study was developed at a high level and relies on passenger

interchange at Wellington Station, Newtown and Kilbirnie. It also envisages shared use of the corridor
between mass transit vehicles and conventional buses. This model may affect the reliability and
attractiveness of the mass transit system and a more detailed network planning exercise should be
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undertaken at the earliest opportunity. Sharing of the corridor between conventional buses and mass
transit vehicles should be minimised as far as possible.
— Development of the Wellington Passenger Transport System should be based on an agreed pathway for

improvements, with decision trigger points that, when satisfied, would indicate the need for the next
stage of development. Pathways should be flexible to allow for changing circumstances, such as
increased travel demands, land use development or wider regional economic performance factors.
— The pathway for implementing a mass transit system in Wellington is currently aligned towards a BRT

end state. The forecast patronage and associated transport benefits do not, of themselves, indicate that
the case could be made for investment in LRT. However, there has been little work undertaken yet on
the potential land development and property benefits that might be promoted by LRT, nor on the
amenity and city enhancing attributes that LRT systems are known to bring. International experience
has shown that these benefits can be significant and can contribute towards a compelling investment
case.
— There is currently a significant imbalance between the forecast patronage for the Golden Mile and the

areas to the south of the Basin Reserve. One possibility might therefore be to build out the corridor in
stages, perhaps only as far as the Basin in the first instance.
— As the pathway for development of the mass transit system in Wellington indicates the need for future

major changes in mode, then the need to “future proof” the route for further development should be
carefully assessed. From a practical perspective, transitioning from BRT to LRT on the same alignment
is difficult; cost and service disruption while the transition is underway have been significant
impediments to similar projects overseas. Therefore, alternative routes, especially in and around the
Golden Mile, may need to be considered for temporary purposes while the corridor is upgraded.
— The short to medium term future for the passenger transport system through the Wellington CBD

should be a continual upgrading of the existing corridor to optimise service patterns and provide more
segregated running for buses, with priority measures at key locations, coupled with complementary
measures such as branding and integrated ticketing. By continually monitoring passenger growth and
factors such as land use development, early identification of a trigger for transition to mass transit will
be possible. The forecast growth in travel demand suggests this time horizon would be the next 10 to 15
years, although if the current pattern of accelerated growth continues, this timeframe may be nearer to
8 to 10 years.
— Transport technology is changing at an accelerating pace. It is possible that some other form of mass

transit may emerge within the planning horizon for this project, which may offer an alternative
pathway to either BRT or LRT. The pathway for improving passenger transport in Wellington should
be flexible, so that the system can take advantage of new ideas and innovations that arise in future.
— Implementation of the LGWM initiatives will involve several partner organisations, each with their own

criteria for investing in transport and land use outcomes. Therefore, once the current scenario
evaluation has been completed by LGWM, a detailed business case should be the next step to confirm
the investment case of the preferred scenario for all the LGWM Partners.
— The business case should be a widely drawn assessment of all potential benefits and costs, using the

most appropriate evaluation techniques, including an assessment of the potential for land use
development and property benefits, together with regional economic development opportunities.
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Scoping this business case should involve all stakeholders, so that there is early agreement on the
benefits to be assessed and the methodology for evaluating them.
— The business case should also consider how the recommended “end state” for the mass transit corridor

will be achieved, by articulating a staged pathway with intermediate improvements to services and
infrastructure. The business case should define the trigger points to show when subsequent steps
along the pathway would be required. Clarification of the pathway process will provide more certainty
for LGWM, stakeholders and the wider community about the future vision and development of the
Wellington Regional Transport System.
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1

INTRODUCTION
1.1

Project Overview

This report describes a review commissioned by Let’s Get Wellington Moving (LGWM) about a future high
quality, high frequency public transport (mass transit) Corridor (MTC) in Wellington. LGWM is a joint
initiative between Wellington City Council, Greater Wellington Regional Council, and the NZ Transport
Agency. This work is one work stream contributing to an overall investigation by LGWM into the future
transport system for Wellington.

1.2

Purpose of this Review

The Wellington PTSS Spine Study (PTSS), completed in 2013, investigated the feasibility of different routes
and modes for creating a high-quality Mass Transit Corridor (MTC) between the Wellington Railway station
and Newtown / Kilbirnie. This work concluded that the preferred route for the Passenger Transport
“Spine” should run from the railway station to the Basin Reserve via the Golden Mile (Lambton Quay), with
branches to Kilbirnie and Newtown via the Regional Hospital on Adelaide Road. It identified Bus Rapid
Transit (BRT) as the preferred mode, but also recommended that the route should be protected through the
CBD for introduction of light rail (LRT) at some point in the future.
Some stakeholders had questioned whether futureproofing should be confined to the PT Spine Route and
whether the PT Spine Route determined in the PTSS is still the best route for LRT. This review was
commissioned to address these questions and provide commentary about how the latest developments in
mass transit system planning and implementation could relate to Wellington.

1.3

Previous Reference Studies

The PTSS Report was the main source of information pertaining to the selection of a preferred route for a
MTC and the preferred mode. This comprehensive study was developed in conjunction with the current
project partners and was the basis for work that followed to develop a business case for the project. This
subsequent work is progressing through the current work streams being undertaken by LGWM.
In addition to the PTSS, several technical notes and an Indicative Business Case for BRT, which describe the
physical characteristics of the corridor and the operational requirements, have been developed. For the
purposes of this review, the focus has been on the PTSS study report and these technical notes, together
with recent information about land use forecasts, travel demand, etc.

1.4

Review Process

This review was undertaken in the following steps:
— Engage with the client and stakeholders to obtain their views about the earlier studies and conclusions;

what had worked well and what could be improved.
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— Re-confirm project context (including land use proposals, travel demand and other transport

commitments), project objectives and assessment criteria.
— Test if the previous PTSS assumptions and conclusions were still valid with the current context and

conditions; if not, re-evaluate previous options and alternatives.
— Based on the above, determine which route and which mode of operation was most suitable for the

updated project context and would make the best overall contribution to the LGWM initiative.
— Provide commentary on the latest developments in mass transit systems and how they relate to

Wellington.
The outcomes from this process and the derived conclusions are described in this report.
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2

ASSUMPTIONS AND CRITERIA
REVIEW
2.1

Context

The assumptions and criteria that informed the PTSS study were categorised to systematically review their
relevance to the current LGWM initiative. The component parts of this review included:
— Project objectives;
— Problem statements;
— Investment objectives;
— General Assumptions and Criteria relevant to passenger transport planning.

The process adopted to undertake this part of the review included one on one meetings with stakeholder
groups, followed by a facilitated workshop which involved stakeholders and representatives from the client
group.

2.2

Stakeholder Engagement

Meetings were held with four separate Stakeholder Groups, as follows:
— Generation Zero;
— Trams Action;
— Fair Intelligent Transport (FIT);
— Informal Transport Group (ITG).

While each group had individual perspectives to offer, common themes emerged, including:
— Land use and urban form should be an important factor in determining the preferred MTC option;
— Liveability, quality and climate change should be factored into assessments;
— Investment in reliable high quality passenger transport should take priority over investment in other

modes (especially private car).
Each group had criticisms of the PTSS study, including the view that the reported cost of light rail was not
comparable with BRT, as LRT included the cost of tunnelling beneath Mt Victoria, while the BRT costs
assumed the new tunnel would be provided as part of the Basin Bridge Project. However, while some
stakeholders favoured light rail, a common view was that desired outcomes, rather than specific solutions,
should be the basis for making decisions about future passenger transport investments.
Following the individual group meetings, a workshop was held with each of the client organisations and the
stakeholder groups. The workshop discussed the assessment criteria to be used in this review. Notes of
meetings with Stakeholders and the Workshop are included in Appendix A.
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2.3

Project Objectives

The 2014 Report of the Wellington Public Transport Spine Options Hearing Subcommittee (OHS) set out the
project objectives and problem statements agreed for the PTSS Study. The OHS noted that the PTSS formed
part of a planning exercise for a wider public transport network that:
— Goes where people want to go, at the times they want to travel;
— Provides competitive journey times;
— Provides value for money;
— Is easy to understand and use;
— Is safe, comfortable and reliable;
— Provides flexibility, allowing people to change their plans.

The OHS report also finalised the PTSS objectives, which were:
— Improve access into and out of the Wellington CBD (thus enabling economic growth and productivity);
— Meet future growth in public transport demand as part of the wider transport network;
— Increase public transport mode share, particularly at peak periods;
— Improve public transport reliability and efficiency;
— Improve the safety and resilience of the transport system for all types of users including public

transport users, car users, pedestrians and cyclists;
— Provide public transport that is affordable for passengers and ratepayers and that is increasingly less

reliant on subsidy.
The LGWM objectives for the Wellington Transport System are as follows:
— Enhances the liveability of the central city;
— Provides more efficient and reliable access to support growth;
— Reduces reliance on private vehicle travel;
— Improves safety for all users;
— Is adaptable to disruptions and future uncertainty.

Taken together, the PTSS and LGWM objectives address catering for increasing travel demand, travel time
reliability, public transport mode share, safety, the environment, economic growth and resilience. These
objectives are consistent with good practice for planning transport systems.
The role of public transport in improving social inclusion was discussed at the workshop. This relates to
cost of travel and the accessibility of the public transport system to those with limited or no travel
alternatives. The need for a specific objective to support this issue was discussed. However, this matter is
explicitly covered in the assessment criteria described in section 2.8.
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2.4

Problem Statements

Four specific Problem Statements were defined for the PTSS as follows:
— In future years, too many vehicles and modes will share a constrained corridor resulting in longer and

unreliable public transport journey times and worsening over time;
— There will be increased congestion in the strategic and local road network and additional

environmental impacts as a result of less mode share for public transport;
— There is constrained economic growth and productivity in Wellington through constrained access;
— There will be reduced value for money and effectiveness for current and planned investment in public

transport from the uncertain shape and nature of long term future public transport systems.
The wording of some of the statements could be improved for clarity, for example point 4. However, after
reviewing evidence related to these statements and listening to the views of stakeholders, it was concluded
that these statements generally reflect the key issues affecting performance of the Wellington Transport
System.

2.5

Investment Objectives

Three Investment Objectives were defined for the PTSS in response to the Problem Statements agreed at
the time, namely:
— To improve the reliability and efficiency of public transport within the Wellington CBD;
— To provide a high quality and high frequency public transport system of the public transport spine;
— To provide public transport that is affordable for passengers and ratepayers.

Workshop attendees discussed the investment objectives and agreed the key issues for the project were
improving public transport reliability and reduced travel time variability. They also suggested the
relationship between the MTC and potential for enhanced land development should be acknowledged.
LGWM has mapped the project objectives to assessment criteria and measures. These assessment criteria
and measures will be used in the current scenario testing, to determine which of them will perform better
in relation to these points.
For the future business case, it is recommended that SMART investment objectives are agreed in
conjunction with stakeholders, to confirm the specific outcomes desired for the MT corridor. These
objectives will be an important part of a business case that supports investment decisions about the project.

2.6

Land Use and Economic Growth Assumptions

The land use and economic growth assumptions adopted for the PTSS Study were also adopted for the
Wellington Transport Strategy Model (WTSM). These assumptions fall into the following categories:
— Demographic – population, employment forecasts
— Economic – GDP, fuel price, etc.
— Policy based – travel demand management (TDM) measures, parking, PT fares
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Demographic assumptions
Population growth is now forecast to occur faster and earlier than in the PTSS study. The regional
population is forecast to grow by over 96,000 residents to around 583,000 by 2043. [1] This equates to an
average of 0.7% growth per year over the 30 years’ period from 2013. The distribution of population growth
across the region is expected to be as follows:
Table 2.1

Population forecast in the Wellington Region 2013-2043. Source: Wellington City Council
Baseline Report

Area
Wellington City
Hutt City
Porirua City
Kapiti Coast
Upper Hutt City
Wairarapa
Region

Population 2043
(forecast)
250,000
109,900
64,800
63,700
49,900
44,700

Pop increase
2013-2043
52,500
8,700
11,100
13,000
8,600
2,400

% increase
2013-43
27%
9%
21%
26%
21%
6%

% of region’s
growth
55%
9%
12%
13%
9%
2%

583,000

96,300

20%

100%

The fastest growing part of the region is Wellington City, which is expected to grow by 52,500 residents by
2043. Wellington City will contribute 55% of the region’s population growth during this period. The new
forecast predicts that growth will be more dispersed across the region than previously predicted, although
Wellington City will still see most population growth, with 55% of the overall increased regional population.
These forecasts imply that travel demand will increase more quickly than predicted in PTSS, but the
relative growth of inter-regional travel will be slightly lower than that within the CBD and surrounding
environs. It is understood that traffic growth in recent years has been greater than forecast in 2013. This
is in line with experience in other parts of New Zealand, which has experienced relatively strong economic
growth in recent years.

Figure 2.1

[1]

Population and Employment Forecasts for Wellington Region

ID Forecast, updated July 2016
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The employment growth forecast is similar to that assumed in PTSS Study. Most of the new employment
will occur in the Wellington CBD.
Economic assumptions (GDP, Fuel Prices, etc.)
The economic assumptions used in the PTSS study are little changed. Therefore, they will have minimal
impact on travel demand forecasts.
Policy assumptions
While the policy assumptions used in the PTSS remain relevant, they are other potentially significant tools
that could be deployed to achieve desired outcomes for the transport system, for example congestion
charging. For this review, the following assumptions from WTSM have been used: CBD commuter parking
constrained to 2013 levels and no congestion charging.

2.7

Infrastructure Development Assumptions

The principle change in infrastructure development assumptions since the PTSS Study was the decision by
the Board of Inquiry to decline the application for the SH1 Basin Bridge. For this review, it was assumed that
the “do minimum” case, comprising committed projects or those likely to proceed, included the following:
— Wellington Northern RoNs (Transmission Gully, Peka Peka to Otaki North, MacKay’s to Peka Peka)
— Petone to Grenada link road
— Regional Rail Plan improvements
— Integrated fares and ticketing
— Wellington City Bus Networks

The “do minimum” case was used in this review to assess the impact of different alternatives. It should be
noted that the PTSS Study used different terminology; the “do minimum” case was referred to as the
reference case. PTSS also referred to a Base Case, which assumed no changes to the transport network
infrastructure.

2.8

Multi Criteria Assessment Framework

LGWM has developed assessment criteria for testing scenarios and projects that will be part of the overall
LGWM initiative. The criteria were expressed in terms of specific attributes and measures, together with
the desired direction of change the transport system should create.
These criteria were adopted for a Multi Criteria Assessment (MCA) framework for this review, to assess the
performance of the current PTSS recommended option, together with other route or operational
alternatives. New criteria were added to the framework for this review to reflect the specific attributes of
the MT Corridor, including transport system integration and the implications arising from implementation.
The MCA framework used in this review to test options for the MT Corridor is included in Appendix C.
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3

MASS TRANSIT CORRIDOR
ALTERNATIVE ASSESSMENT
3.1

Overview

This review involved a reassessment of the preferred corridor for the MTC from the PTSS Study, taking
account of changes to the assumptions and criteria since 2013, to determine if those changes might lead to a
different conclusion. The Basin Bridge decision was a significant change since the PTSS Study, so it was
decided early in this review to reassess alternative routes.
In addition to routes, alternatives were developed for different operating modes. The primary tool used to
assess alternatives was the Multi Criteria Assessment Framework described in Section 2.8 above.

3.2

MTC Routes

The PTSS study examined a long list of possible routes from Wellington Railway Station, through the CBD to
the inner south-eastern suburbs, Newtown, Kilbirnie and beyond to the Airport. These were reduced to a
shorter list of alternatives which showed the best potential for meeting the project objectives.
For this review, the short-listed routes in the PTSS study were re-evaluated using the new MCA framework.
Options discarded early in the 2013 study were still unlikely to be preferred, given that travel patterns, city
layout and operating conditions had not changed substantially since then.
For this assessment, the corridor was divided into three sections, recognising that each section has
significantly different characteristics. The sections and alternatives considered were:
1

CBD – from Wellington Railway Station to Basin Reserve

— 11 alternatives, including the harbour (Quays Route) to Basin Reserve, the middle of the CBD (Golden

Mile), and through to Basin Reserve, OR on the western side of the CBD (Terrace) via Mount Cook to
Newtown;
2

South of Basin Reserve (Mt Victoria crossing) – from Basin Reserve to Newtown or Kilbirnie

— 4 alternatives for crossing the Town Belt and Mount Victoria
3

Airport – from Kilbirnie to Wellington Airport

— 2 alternatives, either, north of the airport via SH1Cobham Drive, or via a tunnel under the airport

runway
There is merit in considering a connection from the MTC to the airport as it would provide a high capacity
connection for projected future increased demand for domestic and international travellers. Also, it could
be extended in future to Mirimar. There is also the potential to extend services using the MTC northwards
beyond the Railway Station.
Plans showing each route are included in Appendix B.
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ROUTE CROSS SECTIONS

The indicative cross section for each alternative was based on “Technical Note 01 BRT Investigations” (Opus
International Consultants, 2017). The number of lanes for general traffic was reduced if there was
inadequate width for widening within the existing road reserve. In general, it was assumed that the car
parking next to priority bus lanes or light rail will be prohibited.
Indicative cross sections for BRT and LRT options are shown in Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2.

Source:

streetmix.net

Figure 3.1

Source:

Indicative cross-sections for BRT and LRT options where traffic lanes are maintained

streetmix.net

Figure 3.2

Indicative cross-sections for BRT and LRT-only corridor sections

TUNNEL OPTIONS FOR ROUTES CROSSING MT VICTORIA

There are currently two tunnels through Mt Victoria; Hataitai Tunnel and Mt Victoria Park Tunnel. The
Hataitai Tunnel is a single lane, signal controlled tunnel only used for bus services. Due to the limited
capacity, it isn’t suitable for a future MTC route without substantial modification.
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The Mt Victoria tunnel is a two-lane bi-directional tunnel, for all traffic, which is currently congested
during peak periods. The existing tunnel could not accommodate BRT or LRT unless additional capacity was
provided with another tunnel.
In the PTSS study, it was concluded that BRT
vehicles and general traffic could jointly use a
new tunnel, developed in conjunction with the
Basin Bridge Project, but LRT would need to be
separated from general traffic so would require
a different tunnel.
There are few existing examples of tunnels
shared by different modes and they mainly
occur where the modes are operated under
tightly controlled conditions, for example bus
and light rail. BRT systems can share space with
Source:
Transit Tunnel in Seattle, By Steve Morgan, CC BY-SA 4.0
other vehicles and often do so with other bus
Figure 3.3
Example of Combined Bus and LRT
services. LRT systems more commonly run on
Tunnel in Seattle
their own dedicated right of way. Combining
bus based mass transit with HOV traffic is less common as they can adversely affect reliability; for example,
HOVs are not permitted to use the Auckland North Shore Busway. Introduction of general traffic
(including HOVs) into a shared tunnel space would be problematic for fire and life safety reasons.
Therefore, for the purposes of this review, it was assumed that both BRT and LRT alternatives would require
a new tunnel of a similar size to the current Mt Victoria Tunnel. This would operate in conjunction with
the Mt Vic Tunnel, which would continue to serve general traffic.

3.3

Mode and Operational Alternatives

Alternatives were identified for:
— Mode: either Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) or Light Rail (LRT)
— Operation: chiefly service frequency, interchange and connectivity in the network, etc.

The project objectives highlight the need for a high-quality passenger transport service. Hence, the
assumed minimum standard for BRT options assessed in this review was “bronze”, as defined by The
Institute for Transportation and Development (ITDP) Policy for BRT, 2016. This would require medium to
high investment in the BRT infrastructure. For example, a Bronze Standard BRT requires good pavement
quality and minimum disruption due to maintenance, such as utility infrastructure works (water, electricity
telecom, etc.). It also requires service frequencies that ensure a good quality service, without causing
congestion; typically, this is a maximum service frequency of 2 minutes.
It is likely that renewal of existing utilities along the route would be needed to minimise future disruption
to BRT operations.
The operational assumptions about BRT and LRT alternatives used in the assessment are described in table 1
below. Note these are generalised descriptions; the actual features would depend on detailed route and
operational design.
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Stop locations and depots were not considered in the alternatives assessment, as they were not likely to
significantly influence choice of a preferred route.
Table 3.1

Operational assumptions about BRT and LRT used in MCA

LRT

BRT

Full separation from general traffic flows
(dedicated lanes), except intersections

Full separation from general traffic flows (dedicated
lanes), except intersections

High priority at traffic signals

High priority at traffic signals

High Reliability

High Reliability

Requires integration with surrounding walking,
cycling & traffic network

Requires integration with surrounding walking,
cycling & traffic network

Fully electric vehicles

Fully electric vehicles

Medium frequency 4-5 min/direction/peak hour
(“realistic/normal” operating frequency of LRT
on Golden Mile)

High frequency 2.0-2.5 min/direction/peak hour
(“realistic/normal” operating frequency of BRT on
Golden Mile)

More transfers/interchanges for passengers

Less transfers/interchanges for passengers

Maximum Capacity 250+ passengers

Maximum Capacity 150+ passengers

High potential to attract car users to PT

Medium potential to attract car users to PT

Modern low floor vehicles

Modern low floor articulated bus vehicles

Fixed physical infrastructure

Flexible/less physical infrastructure

Fixed vehicle route – no flexibility

Generally fixed route, some flexibility (if required)

Moderate resilience (e.g. slips, earthquake)

High resilience

Highly positive land-use impacts

Moderately positive land-use impacts

Very high construction cost

High construction cost

The assumed service frequencies allow for optimal use of the corridors, while still encouraging a mode shift
to public transport. Higher frequencies may cause services to be unreliable due to congestion; the current
large number of buses on the Golden Mile cause congestion and adversely affect the central city amenity.
Reduced reliability can also reduce the effectiveness of priority signal timing for mass transit. Further
discussion about specific service frequencies on the corridor is included in section 6.

3.4

Alternative Route Assessments

The performance of each alternative was assessed against the attributes in the MCA using a seven-point
scoring system, ranging from “+++” highly positive or beneficial, to “---“substantial adverse impact or
effect”. The rating was determined by comparison with the “do minimum” situation, which was scored
neutral (0).
For this review, a qualitative assessment of each alternative against the MCA attributes was made, to give a
comparative assessment of the options. Given that extensive work was undertaken for the PTSS study it is
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considered that this methodology was appropriate to draw conclusions at this stage about the relative
merits of different alternatives.
The MCA results for all alternatives are included in Appendix C. The key differentiators are discussed
below.
LIVEABILITY OF THE CENTRAL CITY

The effect on amenity in the CBD would be similar with either LRT or BRT, as both would reduce the
number of vehicles entering the CBD and should result in a shift of priority in the urban realm from cars to
people. LRT is more compatible with shared spaces than BRT, as it is easier to control and operate without
kerbed areas to separate pedestrians from vehicles. Routes through the CBD would improve amenity and
enhance the experience for a larger number of transport customers compared to less busy areas.
All routes would have generally positive impacts on the natural environment. It was assumed that both LRT
and BRT modes would use electric vehicles from the first day of operation, which implies that a suitable BRT
fleet would be available at reasonable cost. All routes are expected to reduce CO2 and other emissions.
With greater mode shift, there would be a further reduction in emissions.
The impact on the built environment was considered with respect to proximity to building facades; noise
and vibration would increase if vehicles operated close to buildings. Options which pass through the middle
of the CBD and Basin Reserve were expected to have more impact on the built environment than in other
areas.
EFFICIENT AND RELIABLE ACCESS

Direct routes through the centre of large catchment areas were expected to be more efficient by attracting
greater patronage, due to closer proximity to a greater number of potential users. Alignments that skirted
the CBD or city fringes were considered less efficient. Alignments that would be more affected by delays at
signals and junctions would also generate fewer benefits for passengers.
LRT is assumed to require lower frequency services due to its greater capacity. This will provide greater
travel time reliability for LRT services, especially through the CBD.
Alignments through larger catchment areas were assumed to have greater potential to create mode shift.
Alignments which integrated well with the pedestrian network, or where located within 5 to 10 minutes’
walk of CBD and other key destinations, would encourage greater use of the MTC. Alignments along the
fringes of the CBD would not be so effective.
The distance and directness of the route between key destinations was also assumed to play a part in
encouraging use of the MTC. Routes using Ruahine Street were more direct between the CBD and
destinations south of Basin Reserve and may encourage more trips between the Airport, south-eastern
suburbs and central Wellington.
Alignments which reduced accessibility to the CBD for private vehicles scored more highly than those
which had less potential for this effect, since this would encourage a shift from private car use to mass
transit. Assuming a similar level of priority was afforded to either mode, both LRT and BRT would restrict
car access to the CBD in a similar way.
LRT may have a lower frequency service, but have greater capacity per vehicle and greater ride comfort
compared to BRT. LRT is often viewed as more sophisticated and of higher quality than bus based systems
and potentially attracts more customers, especially those transferring from using private cars.
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Two of the four southern alternatives would result in bifurcation of the system. This means that there will
be fewer services along each route south of the bifurcation, which in turn could reduce service frequency
along those sections. Lower frequency services may be less attractive for customers. However, the nonbifurcated routes follow longer and less direct routes so would have longer transit times.
Overall the network implications of bifurcated routes would be less about access and more about cost.

SAFETY

BRT may result in an increase of large vehicles along sections of road already dominated by high volumes of
traffic. This may create a slight increase in the risk for pedestrians and cyclists, particularly in the CBD.
However, this could be mitigated through carefully targeted, safety related, design principles.
Currently, BRT systems are not highly automated, and safe operation relies on the skills and experience of
operators. However, technological advances in the near future are likely to change this situation and
autonomous buses are possible in the medium to longer term.
Light Rail standard practice includes systems and controls to enhance safety of passengers and others
sharing the corridor. As such a LRT system is expected to improve safety.
SYSTEM ADAPTABILITY - DISRUPTIONS AND UNCERTAINTY

Transport system resilience is a high priority in Wellington, which is often affected by unplanned road
closures, weather events and earthquakes. The city is also geographically constrained, with few alternatives
when there are closures. BRT alternatives scored more positively than LRT alternatives as they are less
reliant on fixed infrastructure and more flexible in the event of a route closure. LRT can also be susceptible
to derailments, slips or earthquakes.
Alternatives skirting the western edge of the CBD were less attractive than other routes, due to their
location on the periphery of the more densely developed areas which would be less accessible for city
dwellers and workers.

IMPLEMENTABILITY (INCLUDING SYSTEM INTEGRATION)

All alternatives have complex issues to resolve before they could be implemented, including consenting and
investor approvals. Therefore, alternatives were scored with regard to their perceived degree of
complexity, given location and surrounding land uses.
Both LRT and BRT modes were expected to integrate well in the Wellington Regional Transport System, as
each provides a high capacity option for moving people along key corridors, and to key destinations.
However, the opportunity for BRT vehicles to continue to destinations beyond the railway station and the
airport, and thereby reduce interchange penalties, means that BRT alternatives scored better than LRT
alternatives for system integration.
The potential for the BRT system to be converted to LRT in the future was assessed as difficult. Significant
disruption would be involved during the conversion process. International experience suggests that in
many cases it is impractical to convert BRT to LRT on the same route.
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It may be possible to stage the development of BRT alternatives; for example, to focus on the section
between the railway station and Basin Reserve first. Given the size of the network, it may not be viable to
stage construction of LRT options.

AFFORDABILITY

Affordability was chiefly assessed by cost. However, the PTSS Study also examined the benefits of BRT and
LRT alternatives.
Options S1, S3, S4 and AP2 all assume construction of a new tunnel through Mount Victoria. BRT and LRT
would both require significantly more capacity than could be provided by adapting the existing tunnels
through Mount Victoria. Options S1 and S4 feature longer tunnels and would be costlier. Option S3 also
requires the widening of the road corridor east of the existing tunnel along Ruahine Street.
The cost comparisons included a qualitative assessment of “system” costs, to include physical (fixed)
infrastructure, rolling stock, operations, and ancillary services. For LRT options, there would be additional
costs over BRT associated with utility diversions, track bed, power and control systems.
The BRT alternatives require higher capacity vehicles than those currently in service. It was assumed that
there would be new or modified existing depots required for the project, regardless of the mode selected.
It was assumed that BRT stops, stations or interchanges would be planned in accordance with international
standards and would be a significant cost. A high-quality interchange facility at Wellington Railway Station
between regional and MTC services would be essential to ensure the benefits of the investment in MTC were
fully captured.
Routes through narrow corridors in the CBD would incur higher costs than in less constrained areas, due to
the need to protect or acquire buildings and other structures. Therefore, routes through CBD fringes
scored higher in this regard.
The PTSS study found that benefits of BRT options were significantly higher than for LRT options.
Therefore, it was assumed that funding for BRT alternatives would be more easily obtained then for LRT
alternatives.
Further discussion of system costs and benefits are included in section 5 below.

3.5

Alternative Assessment Outcomes

The outcome of the MCA alternative assessment was that the best scoring route options were as follows:
— North: N3A (Golden Mile), from the railway station, via Lambton Quay, Willis Street, Manners

Street and via Courtenay Place to Kent Terrace and to Newtown.
N3A was the alignment originally recommended by the 2013 PTSS, and continues to perform as the best
option. This alignment is central to the CBD and nearby suburban catchments and is expected to have the
most positive impact on the transport system through mode change and enhanced accessibility. The route
is direct, and is well positioned with proximity to intensely developed areas within the CBD, including Te
Aro and the universities. Utilising Lambton Quay would require changes to the current bus network;
however, there are strong synergies created by using an existing corridor in the CBD.
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— South: S3 (Mount Victoria Tunnel), from Basin Reserve through a duplicate tunnel adjacent

to the existing SH1 tunnel, via Ruahine Street and Kilbirnie Crescent, to Kilbirnie.
The S3 alignment was recommended by the 2013 PTSS for the southern section, and continues to be the best
scoring alternative between Basin Reserve and Kilbirnie. There would be synergies created by locating the
MTC in proximity to the existing tunnel and SH1 corridor. This alignment reduces the impact on other
sensitive areas of Wellington, and would encourage mode shift from private vehicle to mass transit. This
route could create increased potential for land use development around Basin Reserve and Kilbirnie.
Other southern alternatives, including Constable Road and Hataitai Tunnel, do not perform as well as S3 due
to physical and environmental constraints. The streets near Hataitai Tunnel are narrow, steep and the
route goes through a quiet residential area which is not suitable for a MTC. The southernmost route (S4) via
the Zoo to Coutts has significant adverse impacts on surrounding neighbourhoods, especially around tunnel
portals. However, these corridors should be retained as important public transport routes.
— Airport: AP1 (SH1), from Kilbirnie via Rongotai Road and SH1 to Airport.

The surface option, AP1, performed better than a tunnel under the airport runway, primarily due to cost
and risk. While the MTC would compete with traffic on Ruahine Street, it would also encourage mode shift
to passenger transit, and enhance the safety and amenity of this section of SH1 to the airport.
The overall preferred route for the
MTC, combining all three sections, is
shown in Figure 3.4.
This process confirms that the choice of
route for the MTC identified in the PTSS
study in 2013 remains the best
performing alternative. Changes to the
assumptions and criteria used in 2013
have not materially affected the
outcome.
The identification of a preferred route
for the MTC isn’t dependant on the
choice of mode; this corridor remains
the highest ranked option for both BRT
and LRT modes.
A bifurcated route is not ideal as it is
less efficient in servicing separate
locations on the split route. However,
this configuration provides the best
solution to serve Newtown AND
Kilbirnie / Airport by mass transit,
while minimising environmental and
property impacts.
Figure 3.4

Alignment of the preferred MTC Route
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4

MASS TRANSIT SOLUTIONS

Planning a high capacity passenger transport system requires careful consideration of several factors,
including capacity, system integration, impact on urban development, costs and benefits and
social/environmental impacts. BRT and LRT can both provide a high-quality, high capacity transit link.
LRT is attractive due to the vehicle capacity, quality of the ride and amenity. BRT can provide an affordable
and resilient system, which can be more easily integrated into a city transport system.
This section summarises some of the attributes of mass transit solutions that are currently operating or are
under development.

?
Source:

4.1

Base image courtesy of streetmix.net

Mass Transit Vehicle Types

Bus based and light rail systems are the main alternatives currently available for street running mass
transit. There are an increasingly large number of options for both modes, either operating now or about
to be deployed. Some examples of vehicle types are shown in Figures 4.1 to 4.4 and Table 4.1, overleaf.

Figure 4.1 BRT 18m vehicle (Photo: http://www.
exquicity.be/en/) – in service Spain
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Figure 4.3 Bi-articulated bus 32m (Photo:
Designboom) – under development
Table 4.1

Figure 4.4 LRT standard 34.5m vehicle (Photo:
HSL/Idis Design) – in service

MTC vehicles

Vehicle

Pavement
or track

Modules

Average
Length

Passenger
capacity

BRT:
articulated
bus

Pavement

2

18
metres

110

BRT: biarticulated
bus

Pavement

3

24 - 32
metres

150 - 200

Light Rail

Track

3-5

28 - 43
metres

200 - 300

4.2

The bi-articulated bus vehicles resemble light
rail, however operate on a standard road
pavement. Typically, Light Rail vehicles have
higher capacity than BRT and can
accommodate up to 250 - 300 passengers per
vehicle.

System Infrastructure

BRT systems can use existing roads albeit with some modification. The larger BRT vehicles currently
require more road space (width) than light rail, and require more space at corners due to the swept path
required. Currently they can only be driven in one direction, which means that sizeable turning areas are
required at the terminal points.
LRT can only operate with rail tracks and control systems in place. A new depot and traction systems would
be required for light rail vehicles; BRT vehicles might be able to use existing bus depots, although longer
vehicles would probably require these to be upgraded. Due to the more complicated nature of LRT
operations, the vehicles would be monitored constantly and a dedicated Control Centre would be required.
The location and size of a potential LRT Depot would need to be identified, if this option was preferred. A
depot would provide space for maintenance, workshops, offices and other staff rooms, storage etc. As such,
the footprint of a typical LRT depot is significant.
Figure 4.5 shows a typical depot that serves 25 trains (30m long) and allows capacity growth for 15 more.
The footprint required is approximately 230m by 150m.
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Figure 4.5

Indicative Layout for 25-vehicle depot (+ extension option for 15 vehicles), WSP Helsinki

New passenger stations and passenger access
facilities are a feature of BRT and LRT systems.
Frequently, design of these facilities includes
enhanced urban design features in the locality and
improved facilities for MTC customers such as
shelters, real time information, wi-fi hot spots, etc.
Barriers, road markings and signs are also needed to
demarcate areas dedicated to the MT route.
Source:
Emerald BRT, Oregon USA
Figure 4.6
Indicative bus stop design for BRT

4.3

Mass Transit Integration in Urban Areas

Mass Transit can contribute to a positive change for city streetscapes. Amenity is affected by street
infrastructure, crossing opportunities and safety. Higher speeds and service frequencies reduce safety and
crossing opportunity for pedestrians. An integrated or shared space for mass transit is desirable, as it is
easier to create attractive urban areas which can complement, rather than detract, from the character of
surrounding buildings and recreational areas.
BRT generally requires higher frequency services than LRT and involves more vehicles using the street. In
turn, this can be less attractive for pedestrians.
LRT is often designed to occupy a streetscape shared with other uses. LRT systems are often perceived as
safer than other modes, thus enhancing amenity for pedestrians and cyclists.
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Stations and overhead electrical systems can reduce visual amenity and create barriers to people walking or
cycling. Technological enhancements for both BRT and LRT have led to more seamless and infrastructureminimised designs; for example, battery powered vehicles have removed the need for overhead traction
systems in some of the latest projects.

Source:

(left) Karl Fjellstrom, itdp-china.org; (right) Robin Hickman, 2008

Figure 4.7

Examples of BRT or LRT interaction with the surrounding streetscape ; left – BRT in Bogota,
Colombia, right – light rail in Seville, Spain

The South American and European examples shown in Figure 4.7 demonstrate the positive ways BRT and
LRT interact with people in city streetscapes. Light rail can seamlessly integrate with shared spaces, as
tracks dictate the exact paths vehicles take, whereas bus modes often need kerb separation to provide
better definition of occupied road space.

Source:

(left) George Street using 2017 Google Streetview, (right) Sydney Light Rail, ARUP

Figure 4.8

George Street, Sydney. before and after light rail (artist’s impression)

Figure 4.8 shows the before and after comparison for the planned Light Rail on George Street, Sydney
(currently in construction). The street will be enhanced by LRT, although careful design is still required to
achieve the desired result.
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4.4

Supporting Land Use Development
Mass transit systems can have a catalytic
effect on surrounding land uses, encouraging
higher density and / or higher value
development by providing better accessibly.
Overseas research suggests that rail based
services have greater influence on urban
development than bus based systems, due to
the fixed nature of tracks, improved service
quality and more appealing aesthetic impacts
on the cityscape. Therefore, LRT projects tend
to be more positively received by commuters
and have more positive land use impacts than
BRT.
Auckland Council recently published a case
study of Colombia, Los Angeles, Seoul and
similar examples of LRT and BRT investment.1
The results in the study concluded that:
BRT increases residential value 2.210% and commercial values 25%
—

Figure 4.9

MTC corridor supporting densified urban
development (visualisation of Helsinki
Boulevard)

LRT increases residential value 6.517% and commercial values 72-120%
—

While these increases are significant, it should be noted that the impacts from the various projects
evaluated vary significantly. Overall though, the results imply that the beneficial effects on property are
greater with LRT.

4.5

The Future of Transport

The transport industry today is evolving quickly, with new technology and applications being developed to
tackle the increased complexity and diversity of transport needs. For example, the Mobility as a Service
concept (MaaS), combines transport options with digital information to make travelling easier than before.
The core of the MaaS concept is that all mobility (using one or combination of train, bus, ferry, taxi, bike,
rental car etc.) needs are covered by a single service. The customer is not committed to one mode, but can
choose a transportation service according to current need, availability and price. Payments will be
organised by the service provider.
This concept has great potential and business opportunities are growing globally. The potential benefits of
MaaS on mobility are evident, but not yet easily predictable.

1

Emerging Technologies for Rapid Transit: Part One Future-proofing Investment Decisions, JMAC Report 2016/1
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Uber is one example of a disruptive development that utilizes new technology and business models to
provide urban transport. In some locations, Uber has decreased the demand for passenger transport in
suburbs.
As vehicles and infrastructure allows autonomous vehicles (AV) to operate, the possibility to use AV fleet
for passenger services is a logical step to enhance the utilization of the existing physical transport network.
In Wellington, this may translate to enhanced non-private car services outside the CBD. However, given
the pace of development, it is likely that significant changes to the nature of passenger transport services
are still several years away.
In addition to Mobility as a Service, automated vehicles may provide enhanced feeder services, which uses
regular bus lanes and demand responsive feeder service in suburbs. The City of Tampere, Finland (200,000
pop.) has studied the usage of automated buses for feeder services to support a new LRT. An evaluation
showed that feeder service with automated buses would be more than twice as cost-effective than with
regular buses. The City has adopted an objective for automated buses to be in operation by 2021.
In future, networks of autonomous vehicles may become commonplace, but at this stage there is significant
uncertainty about their potential to satisfy future travel demands.

Figure 4.10

Automated bus trial, Tampere, Finland (Photo Derrick Frilund/YLE Finland)
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5

PASSENGER DEMAND FORECASTS
5.1

5.1.1

Transport Modelling
PTSS MODELLING

Travel demand forecasts are a fundamental input to transport assessments. An assessment of future public
transport demand was completed for the PTSS using a combination of the Wellington Transport Strategy
Model (WTSM), the Wellington Public Transport Model (WPTM ) and the Wellington Transport Model
(WTM). The model runs were based on demographic, economic and policy based assumptions that were
appropriate at that time, together with assumptions about future committed transport system
improvements.
The PTSS modelling work was reasonably strategic in nature; the outputs were presented in terms of
vehicle and passenger numbers crossing screen lines on the PT Spine. The working assumption was that the
spine would carry a mixture of either BRT vehicles or LRT vehicles together with conventional buses.
Notably, the model outputs did not distinguish between the number of mass transit (MT) trips and the
number of conventional bus trips on the spine. This created some uncertainty around the absolute MT
ridership levels since with a shared corridor a proportion of the overall public transport demand would be
carried by conventional buses.
The models evaluated two scenarios: the “Base Case” and the “Reference Case”. The Base Case assumed no
changes occur to the transport network, and only background growth occurred. The Reference Case, (or “do
minimum”), evaluated the transport network including all committed projects or those likely to proceed in
place.

5.1.2

SCENARIO MODELLING (CURRENTLY UNDER DEVELOPMENT)

The LGWM team is currently updating the transport models based on the latest land use assumptions and
economic forecasts. The update includes the development of a new AIMSUN mesoscopic (more detailed)
model that in conjunction with WTSM, WPTM and WTM will allow a finer-grained assessment of the
transport network.
It is planned to use the new suite of models to test a range of future scenarios (i.e. integrated packages of
transport interventions). The PT Spine will feature in all scenarios and the model runs will provide an
understanding of how public transport demand is influenced by other factors such as parking supply,
highway capacity and ITS improvements.
At the time of this review the model updating process is not complete. For the purposes of this review, early
results from the model update work were obtained and are referred to later in this section. However, at the
time of writing, the PTSS modelling still represents the most comprehensive set of forecast data that is
available.
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5.1.3

PASSENGER TRANSPORT SERVICE PATTERNS IN THE PTSS

As was appropriate to the level of detail required at the time, the PTSS did not include any detailed public
transport network planning. Instead, a set of broad assumptions were made regarding key points of
interchange for the BRT and LRT options and the future PT service patterns.
The diagrams below illustrate how the network was assumed to operate under the BRT and LRT scenarios.
In both cases, it was assumed that interchange between modes would be required at three key locations;
Wellington Railway Station, Kilbirnie and Newtown. For the BRT option, it was assumed that a higher
proportion of ‘feeder’ bus services would continue along the spine than for the LRT option, where more
feeder bus services were truncated at the interchange points.

Figure 5.1

Schematic of MTC scenarios and interaction within PT Network

For modelling purposes, it was assumed that the PT Spine would carry both the mass transit vehicles (BRT
or LRT) and conventional buses. Also, to avoid excessive numbers of vehicles using the PT Spine a secondary
spine was assumed to carry a proportion of the conventional bus services.
The diagram below summarises the future public transport system assumptions used for modelling of the
morning peak period.
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LRT

Buses

BRT

Buses

Figure 5.2

5.1.4

Vehicles per hour on the Golden Mile for LRT and BRT Scenarios

PTSS RAILWAY STATION TRANSFERS

‘Do Minimum’ Scenario
The PTSS model initially considered a 2031 reference case or ‘do minimum scenario’ which did not include
any mass transit options for the PT spine. The do minimum scenario assumed that integrated ticketing
would be in place by 2031.
Model results for the do minimum scenario suggested that there would be a large number of additional
transfers between rail and public transport at the railway station primarily because of the integrated
ticketing arrangements. For example, in the two-hour modelled morning peak for 2031, over 3,500
transfers were forecast in the do minimum scenario as per table 5.1 below which is taken from Section 9.14
of the PTSS Modelling Report (2013). The table shows that 99% of these boardings were forecast to be
transfers from rail services terminating in Wellington.
Recent evidence from the 2017 GWRC rail survey identified that approximately 10% of the 15,000 passengers
currently alighting at the railway station in the two-hour morning peak transferred to bus. This amounts to
only 1,500 passengers.
Comparing the actual data (1,500 transfers) with PTSS forecast (3,500 transfers) it can be inferred that the
model is likely to be overstating the number of transfers in the do-minimum scenario. Closer examination
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of the results suggests that the model assumes that a large number of relatively short walk trips originating
at the railway station would transfer to public transport as a result of the integrated ticketing. This is not
necessarily a realistic or desirable outcome.
Even allowing for growth, it is suggested that the PTSS do-minimum forecasts should be revised downwards
perhaps by around 1,500 transfers in the two-hour modelled peak period with corresponding adjustments
made to the do something forecasts (see below).
Table 5.1

Transfer Boardings at Wellington Bus Stations, AM peak, 2031

‘Do Something’ Scenarios (BRT and LRT)
The PTSS do -something forecasts for the BRT and LRT options are additive to the do-minimum. Table 5.1
shows the additional transfers that each mode would encourage over and above the do minimum (660 and
930 for BRT and LRT respectively in the two-hour modelled peak period).
The table and figures presented below are taken from the PTSS Options Evaluation Results Technical Note
(2013) and summarise the 2031 vehicle and passenger volumes along the public transport spines (1 hour am
peak bi-directional).
As these figures are based on the high transfer rates at the railway station summarised in Table 5.1 above
(equivalent to 1,750 transfers in one hour) they suggest very high southbound demand on Lambton Quay
North. It should be noted that the forecasts for BP, BRT and LRT and demands are in addition to the
reference case forecasts.
Table 5.2

Public transport patronage changes from Reference Case (2031 peak hour)

The above review confirms that rail station transfers are likely to be a significant driver of potential PT
spine demand. Some 1,500 transfers between rail and bus already take place in the two-hour morning peak
period and with an improved passenger service the amount of transfer is set to increase significantly, as
indicated by the PTSS model.
Care should however be taken to ensure that the absolute number of transfers is not overstated,
particularly in relation to short distance walking trips. This is of most relevance to the forecast patronage
for Lambton Quay which is discussed in more detail in Section 5.2 below.
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Figure 5.3

Forecast BRT and LRT patronage relative to Reference Case (2031 one-hour morning peak)
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5.2

Adjusted Forecasts

In the absence of comprehensive data being available from the new models at this point in time, an attempt
has been made to adjust the PTSS forecasts to take account of the comments made above. This high-level
exercise involved:
— Estimating the split between mass transit and conventional bus passengers on the PT spine;
— Revising the number of transfers at the railway station based on observed data
— Reviewing the emerging results from the new models for the updated the base case;

The implications of these adjustments are summarised below.

5.2.1

MASS TRANSIT VS CONVENTIONAL BUS PASSENGER SPLIT

From the PTSS Wellington Public Transport Model it was possible to extract the future demand at cordon
points approaching the PT Spine by service line. By making high-level assumptions about future service
patterns it was then possible to disaggregate the data into the following categories:
— Direct MT boarders;
— Transfers from conventional bus to MT (at interchanges);
— Conventional bus users on the PT Spine;

Focussing in on the PT Spine during the morning peak period, the resultant demand splits are summarised
in the table below:
Table 5.3

Demand split between MT and conventional bus
Direct MRT
Boarders

Interchanging
Passengers

Total MRT

Conventional bus users
on PT spine

BRT

51%

25%

76%

24%

LRT

17%

59%

76%

24%

Table 5.3 highlights the significant difference in interchange boardings between BRT and LRT.

5.2.2

RAILWAY STATION TRANSFERS

Based on the 2017 GWRC rail survey it can be deduced that a more reliable estimate of the level of transfer
at the railway station in the reference case might be around 2000 passengers in the 2- hour morning peak
period rather than 3500 previously indicated by the model. This includes an allowance for future growth.
The net difference amounts to 750 passengers (i.e. (3500-2000)/2) in a single hour which should be deducted
from the southbound reference case figure for Lambton Quay North. This adjustment would also be
reflected in the patronage forecasts for BRT and LRT.
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5.2.3

EMERGING RESULTS FROM THE NEW MODELS

The LGWM modelling team has provided early results taken from the new model reference case for the twohour morning peak period. These results provide an indication of whether the underlying growth in public
transport trips differs significantly from that in the PTSS. The results are summarised in Table 5.4 below.

Table 5.4

Patronage numbers from new model
PTSS 2031

New Model 2036

Base
2011

Percentage
growth from
base

2031
Patronage

Percentage
growth from
base

2036
Patronage

Southern / eastern suburbs

5,600

24%

6,900

30%

7,300

Northern / western suburbs

5,900

23%

7,300

20%

7,100

Rest of region

15,500

7%

16,600

28%

19,800

Summary

27,000

14%

30,800

27%

34,200

Of most relevance to the PT Spine is the growth in the southern/eastern suburbs and the growth in the
northern/western suburbs. In these areas, the figures suggest that little has changed between the PTSS and
revised model forecasts, particularly in relation to the absolute growth.

5.2.4

ADJUSTED PTSS FORECASTS

The diagrams below present a set of adjusted PTSS forecasts for the PT Spine, adjusted to reflect the
updated estimate of rail station transfers. Specifically, they show the BRT and LRT patronage forecasts
separately from the conventional bus forecasts.
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Figure 5.4

2031 AM PEAK HOUR – BRT PATRONAGE

Figure 5.5

2031 AM PEAK HOUR – LRT PATRONAGE
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Figure 5.6

5.3

2031 AM PEAK HOUR -CONVENTIONAL BUS (IN ADDITION TO BRT OR LRT)

Summary

The main difference between the adjusted PTSS forecasts and the original PTSS forecasts is a reduction in
the number of passengers that interchange to MT at Wellington Railway Station and travel south on
Lambton Quay. This amounts to 750 fewer patrons in the morning peak hour.
The forecasts highlight the large variability in travel demand for along the corridor. At locations towards
the northern end of the PT Spine such as Lambton Quay and Manners Street, there is strong demand driven
by the intensity of development within the CBD. However, further south, the demand rapidly drops off
particularly at locations beyond the Basin Reserve. The implications of this factor, including the extent to
which a mass transit route could be justified south of the CBD, will need to be examined carefully in a
detailed business case assessment carried out in the next stage of development (see section 7.4).
Whilst the demand forecasts for BRT and LRT are similar overall, it is important to appreciate that the PTSS
modelling suggests that some of the higher quality attributes of LRT that make it more attractive to
passengers are offset by the need for more passengers to interchange at key nodes along the route.
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6

MASS TRANSIT IN THE WELLINGTON
CONTEXT
6.1

Operating Concept

Based on the indicative forecast travel demands in Section 4, a high-level assessment of the likely
operational concept for MT in Wellington was undertaken. The key points arising from that assessment
are described below.

6.1.1

SERVICING & FREQUENCY

The optimum frequency of operation for mass transit varies according to local circumstances and is
influenced by factors such as passenger demand, vehicle capacity, the geometric characteristics of the route
and the degree of interaction with other parts of the transport system, for example the spacing of junctions
along the route.
A long straight fully segregated right of way might comfortably support headways of as little as 30 seconds
between vehicles. More complex urban environments often need mass transit to operate at lower
frequencies to maintain reliability.
Wellington is striving to improve the quality of its CBD environment while delivering a reliable, high
capacity, mass transport system. In these circumstances, an ideal maximum frequency of operation might
be around 2 minutes. Higher frequencies may be achievable but, at 2-minute headways, there is likely to be
a good balance between capacity, reliability and vehicular impact on the CBD. It would also represent a
step change improvement from current arrangements, where at peak times buses operate at headways of
around 30 seconds along the Golden Mile. This leads to frequent bunching and a general detraction from
the quality of the environment.
As outlined in Chapter 4, the highest estimated patronage for passenger transit will occur on the Golden
Mile in the CBD with approximately 4,400-4,500 passengers per peak hour in the southbound direction for
LRT and BRT scenarios (2031 forecast). Of the total patronage, approximately 76% would be carried by the
mass transit vehicles and the remaining 24% would be carried by regular buses.
Table 6.1, overleaf, shows the potential vehicle combinations and the possible MTC capacity based on the
assumption of 2-minute headways between vehicles (a maximum of 30 vehicles per hour per direction).
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Table 6.1

Potential passenger capacity under various mass transit scenarios

Vehicle

Length /
capacity

Mass transit
frequency
min

Number of
Mass transit
vehicles

Number of
regular buses

Proportion
passenger on
Mass transit

passengers /
hour /
direction

BRT

24/150

2

30

0

100%

4500

BRT

24/150

2.5

23

7

88%

3900

LRT

28/200

3.3

18

12

80%

4400

LRT

34.5/250

4.5

13

17

75%

4400

LRT

34.5/250

4

15

15

75%

4800

Based on the estimated demand patronage of 3,400 for BRT at a 2-minute frequency, the largest possible
BRT vehicle would be required, i.e. a 24 metre vehicle with capacity for approximately 150 people. LRT
vehicles, being higher capacity, could provide similar capacity with lower service frequency.

6.1.2

CORRIDOR SHARING BETWEEN MASS TRANSIT AND CONVENTIONAL
BUSES

The decision over whether the corridor is dedicated solely to mass transit vehicles or shared with
conventional buses will be driven by detailed network design. Ideally, the corridor would be dedicated to
either BRT or LRT vehicles for simplicity and uniformity. However, it is difficult to dedicate street-space to
one mode in complex urban areas. If the overall number of vehicles entering the corridor can be managed
at an acceptable volume, then it should be possible to achieve the public transport objectives with wider
objectives to improve the quality of the CBD environment.
It should be noted however, that infrastructure requirements at stops and traffic intersections differ
according to the transport modes. A mixed-use corridor requires more infrastructure which could
compromise the uniformity of the system and detract from the visual amenity of the area.
The relationship between vehicle composition and patronage capacity is also shown in Figure 6.1 and Figure
6.2.
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Figure 6.1

Capacity comparison of BRT (24m, 150 passengers) and Regular bus on Golden Mile

Figure 6.2

Capacity comparison of LRT (34.5m, 250 passengers) and Regular bus on Golden Mile

Frequencies of less than 2 minutes between vehicles tend to result in delays and poor system reliability,
largely due to the dwell times at stops and bunching caused by signal delays along the corridor. As such,
when the corridor is shared by mass transit and regular buses, the overall frequency of services on the
corridor should be a desirable maximum of 2 minutes to maintain reliability for all services.
Comparison of the relative capacity of different Mass Transit vehicles is shown in Figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.3

Comparison of service frequency by vehicle type

Forecast demand, vehicle capacity and route constraints all affect service frequency. If a bifurcated MTC
network is adopted for Wellington, the frequency of services on the Newtown and Airport legs must be a
proportion of the total frequency on the combined section to the CBD, as services must share the CBD leg.
Taking the potential patronage forecasts and the vehicle capacity into account, the indicative relative
frequencies of each mode type on the bifurcated network is shown in Figure 6.4 below.

Figure 6.4

Potential service frequencies on MTC Network

The effect of the bifurcated route is that service frequencies to Newtown or Kilbirnie would be
approximately half of the frequencies on the shared section of the route. There would also need to be
controls and careful timetabling to manage operation of Basin Reserve where services converge.
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6.1.3

INTERPEAK AND OFF-PEAK HOUR OPERATIONAL FREQUENCY

Operations outside peak periods are expected to be based on minimum frequency requirements reflecting a
high quality, ‘turn-up-and-go’ style service. For either BRT or LRT, this would be an operating frequency of
between 5 and 10 minutes in the interpeak, and a minimum of 10-15 minutes in the off-peak (outside of
typical work/school travel hours).

6.1.4

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CAPACITY AND DEMAND

A comparison of demand forecasts and estimated capacity for the mass transit corridor indicate that both
combinations of BRT and standard bus, and LRT and standard bus, could accommodate the projected
patronage in the peak hour on the Golden Mile (Lambton Quay). Frequencies of around 2 minutes would be
required for BRT, and potentially around 4 minutes for LRT at current estimates, for the highest peak
demand.
South of the Golden Mile demands are much lower, currently estimated at around one third of the peak
demand in the CBD. While both BRT and LRT could accommodate this, it may not justify the operation of a
fixed LRT system.
Should patronage forecasts increase significantly, the capacity of both BRT and LRT, i.e. the frequency of
the services could be increased to accommodate the increase in patronage, though the reliability of bus and
BRT services may be compromised. At this point, LRT may become more attractive for higher patronage
demands.

6.2

Integration with Regional Transport Network
Three key interchanges are proposed for the
2018 Wellington City bus network, at the
north end of Lambton Quay, the east end of
Courtenay Place and Kilbirnie. These would
also be logical interchanges with the MTC
and could be future-proofed to allow
interchange to the new MTC service.
It was assumed that BRT stops, stations and
interchanges would be planned in
accordance with international standards
and would be a significant proportion of the
cost. A high-quality interchange facility
between the MTC corridor and railway
station would be essential to ensure the
benefits of the investment in MTC were
fully captured.

Figure 6.5

Mid-2018 Wellington City Bus Network Map
(snapshot from metlink.org.nz)
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Wellington Railway Station or east to Mirimar. While LRT is also extendable, the cost and complexity of
extending the system beyond the core area would be significantly greater than with BRT.

6.3
6.3.1

System Costs and Transport Benefits

COSTS

The relative costs of BRT and LRT systems from the 2013 PTSS are summarised in Table 6.2.
Table 6.2

The capital costs for BRT and LRT – PTSS STUDY 2013
LRT (millions)

BRT (millions)

Comparison (LRT: BRT)

Total Costs (2013 values)

$938

$207

4.5

Cost per KM

$87

$22

3.9

Cost per KM (without tunnel)

$56

$22

2.5

The key differences in assumptions about cost since 2013 relate to the Basin Bridge decision and the
associated duplication of the Mt. Victoria Tunnel. It was previously assumed that BRT could benefit from a
duplicated tunnel without additional cost, but LRT would require a new dedicated tunnel.
With no current commitment to a new tunnel beneath Mt Victoria, a better comparison of costs would be
the cost per km (without tunnel). Construction costs have risen between 5% and 10% since 2013.
International examples have been reviewed to compare the PTSS estimates with similar projects overseas,
and to determine if the relative costs between LRT and BRT appear reasonable. Capital costs for recent
international projects are shown in Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7 below.
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LRT

Figure 6.6

International LRT System costs (original source: 2Clark, R. (2011))

BRT

Figure 6.7

2

International BRT System costs (original source: Clark, R. (2011))

Clark, R. (2011). Steel wheels good, rubber wheels bad? Calculating the cost-performance relationship for BRT and LRT systems.
Technical report, Association for European Transport and Contributors.
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Both these figures suggest the PTSS cost estimates for BRT and LRT are at the low end of the costs for
similar projects overseas.
Australian examples of BRT and Light Rail include:
— The 1.05km Eastern Busway in Brisbane was built at a cost of $465 million AUD and opened in 2011. This

was a new busway, with two stations, grade separations and a tunnel.
— The 31 km Liverpool to Parramatta Transitway in Sydney was built for a cost of $477 million AUD (2016

value), with limited grade separation.
— The range of costs per km for these BRT schemes were approx. $15 million/km (basic busway) to $450

million/km (with grade separation and tunnel).
— The 13km Gold Coast Light Rail was opened in 2014, with 16 stations and primarily on-road, for $1.3

billion AUD.
— By contrast, the 2.8km Adelaide ‘Coast to Coast’ light rail line extension, opened in 2010 with 4 stops,

was $100million AUD. This required only the construction of new tram tracks and basic stops.
— The range of costs per km for these LRT schemes were between $35 million/km to $100 million/km

(with interchange, including one fully enclosed)
Taken together, these factors suggest that compared to other projects overseas, the indicative costs per
kilometre in the PTSS study appear to be low, even allowing for cost escalation since that study was
completed. Generally, LRT systems cost 2 to 3 times the cost of BRT systems of similar size and scale,
mainly due to track bed preparation, construction and system costs. This is similar to the comparison of
costs without tunnel in Table 6.2.
Operating costs of BRT and LRT are not dissimilar; LRT tends to be more expensive to operate due to more
complex system and maintenance requirements.

6.3.2

TRANSPORT BENEFITS

The PTSS Study concluded that the transport benefits of BRT were significantly greater than LRT. Overall,
the level of transport benefits from either mode were relatively low compared to the cost.
The PTSS benefit assessment was chiefly based on outputs of travel time and operating costs taken from the
Wellington Regional Transport Models, which found that the key difference between the modes related to
penalties for passengers needing to interchange between services, especially with LRT. The low level of
transport benefits may also have been a function of the impact each mode had on existing private car usage.
The indicative future demand forecasts prepared for this review suggest that the number of passengers
using the MT in the northern sector of the corridor will be lower than in the PTSS Study, due to fewer
transfers from the rail station. How this will affect the overall level of benefits is unknown at this stage,
but it is quite possible this will reduce the travel time benefits.
The assessment of benefits needs careful investigation and the process adopted for the PTSS study used
generally accepted principles and was peer reviewed. Although standard practice for benefit assessment in
New Zealand has changed slightly since 2013 (with longer assessment periods and lower discount rates), it
will be necessary to see updated scenario modelling results before the overall level of transport benefits can
be determined.
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6.4

Land Use Development Implications for Wellington

The potential for urban development to increase MT patronage increases further away from the CBD;
people who live within central Wellington (CBD area) are more likely to walk to work than wait for a public
transport service. However, a frequent ‘turn-up-and-go’ style service would make CBD trips convenient and
would encourage cross-CBD activity.
The vision set out in the Urban Growth Plan and Wellington Regional Strategy is for intensified
development in suburbs such as Te Aro. Suburbs in the south-east quadrant of Wellington are subject to
planning constraints and heritage protection, so it may be more difficult to achieve the same outcome in
these areas.
Routes through Te Aro are the most likely to see densification, and would be well suited for promoting
corridor development. However, routes along Kent and Cambridge Terraces are bordered on one side by
character protection suburbs, which are unlikely to undergo significant change. Wellington City Council
growth forecasts indicate that the CBD will be near capacity in the future. Development opportunities in the
CBD would be limited to redevelopment of old buildings, although the MTC could encourage higher
utilisation of floor space. Taking these factors together, the potential land use effects of MTC may be
limited.
The population catchment of the route influences potential for catalysing development; hence, waterfront
routes have less potential to create change. The route through Newtown is likely to have only moderate
potential for urban development as the area already hosts medium residential density developed on former
business land, with some heritage character.
Translating overseas experience about the potential for an MTC in Wellington to generate increased land
use development and property values will require careful investigation. However, this research suggests
that there could be significant economic benefits to be generated by investment in a high-quality passenger
transport system for the Capital, whether BRT or Light Rail.
The PTSS economic assessment considered wider economic benefits (WEBs) associated with introduction of
a MTC. As these were based on a percentage of the other assessed benefits, which were comparatively low,
there is the potential that they may be understated. In the PTSS there was no differentiation between the
relative merits of the different modes with respect to wider benefits.
The wider benefits assumed in the PTSS study falls generally in the range of benefits found elsewhere, but
international experience varies considerably from location to location and is dependent on a range of
factors that have not been assessed. This issue will be evaluated further in the business case which will
follow the scenario testing currently underway.

6.5

Converting BRT to LRT

Advances in technology indicate that there are various options for mass transit available now and in the
future. As demonstrated in section 4.1, bus and rail technologies are “converging”. Disruptive
technologies such as autonomous vehicles could create different mass transport solutions in future. It
would therefore be presumptive to assume that LRT is the natural successor to BRT.
Evidence from other cities (Brisbane, Sydney) indicates there are likely to be significant challenges
associated with the future conversion of BRT to LRT. The challenges are associated with the provision of
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alternative routes for public transport and other motor vehicles during the deconstruction/reconstruction
process, as well as the need to replace most of the costly infrastructure.
The City of Ottawa has recently begun implementing the conversion of their highly successful BRT system
to light rail, which is expected to open in 2018. The high growth rate of the city, and very high patronage
demand on the BRT were the key drivers for this change. 4However, it has been found to be an expensive
undertaking.
3

In the Wellington context, should the route
be upgraded at a later date, there are
potential alternative routes for buses. These
routes provide options for staging the
implementation of the mass transit spine,
and would reduce disruption to services.
These routes are shown in Figure 6.8.

Figure 6.8

6.6

Potential alternative PT routes

Development Pathways for Wellington Passenger
Transport

Wellington has already set a course to improving passenger transport in the City. The commissioning of
higher capacity buses and the launch of the new City Bus Network in 2018 are all stepping stones that will
improve the level of service and encourage modal shift.
Growth in public transport demand will be influenced by several factors including the preferred City
Transport Strategy that emerges from the forthcoming scenario testing undertaken by LGWM, external
factors such as the performance of the local economy, future changes in land use and changes in technology
that could influence travel behaviour. As such there are several potential development pathways for

3

4

http://www.stage2lrt.ca/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/Doc_7_Business_Case.pdf MMM Group, City of Ottawa, 2015, Stage 2,
Ottawa LRT Business Case
http://theglobalgrid.org/we-have-lrt-now-what-ottawas-next-transit-challenge/, Nour Aoude, August 2014
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development of the mass transit corridor as part of the Wellington public transport system as illustrated in
Figure 6.9.

Figure 6.9

Alternative investment pathways for the Wellington Mass Transit Corridor

The baseline is a continual upgrading of the corridor to provide more segregated running for buses and
priority measures at key locations coupled with softer measures such as branding and integrated
ticketing. By continually monitoring the trajectory of passenger growth early identification of trigger
points for transition to mass transit will be possible.
At this point in time the trajectory would appear to be most aligned to a BRT end state but this could
change in the future. A corridor wide perspective should be maintained as there is currently a significant
imbalance between the forecast patronage for the Golden Mile and the areas to the south of the Basin
Reserve. One possibility might therefore be to build out the spine in stages, perhaps only as far as the Basin
in the first instance.
Notwithstanding the challenges recorded elsewhere in transitioning from BRT to LRT, in due course, should
the forecast level of demand and other external factors point to the need for future transition then in
Wellington there are potential options for moving the BRT services onto an alternative corridor through
the CBD whilst the LRT is constructed.
In the short to medium term future (10 to 15 years), the forecast patronage growth suggests there should be
a continual upgrading of the existing corridor to optimise service patterns and provide more segregated
running for buses, with priority measures at key locations. These improvements should be coupled with
complementary measures such as branding and integrated ticketing. By continually monitoring passenger
growth and factors such as land use development, early identification of a trigger for transition to mass
transit will be possible. It should be noted that if the current trend for accelerated patronage growth
continues, then this timeframe may reduce to 8 to 10 years.
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7

CONCLUSIONS
7.1

The Preferred Corridor

Based on the information available for this review, there is no compelling evidence to suggest that
alternative routes for a MTC from the Wellington Railway Station to the Basin Reserve perform better than
the route recommended in the 2013 PT Spine Study. The proposed MTC route caters well for passengers
and pedestrians and is generally consistent with the Urban Growth Plan and Wellington Regional Transport
Plan aspirations. The assessment carried out for this review concluded that the route preferred in the PTSS
Study scored better than other alternatives, as it is a more direct route to Kilbirnie and the Airport than
other routes.
The consentability risks and costs of the Golden Mile alternative are higher than routes on the fringes of
CBD, due to potential effects on adjacent property, but there are better transport system benefits. Beyond
the Basin Reserve, no firm commitment to the Mt. Victoria Tunnel duplication meant alternative routes had
to be re-examined for this review. The existing Mt Victoria Tunnel will need to be retained to serve general
traffic, so another tunnel would be needed.
There are few existing examples of tunnels shared by different modes and they mainly occur where the
modes are operated under tightly controlled conditions, for example bus and light rail. Mixing general
traffic (including HOVs) with mass transit vehicles in a shared tunnel space would be problematic from
several perspectives, including fire and life safety issues. Therefore, it is concluded that a new tunnel
through Mt Victoria to accommodate mass transit would be needed, preferably with space dedicated for
that mode. While a dedicated tunnel is not an absolute requirement if BRT were adopted, since BRT could
theoretically share the lane with other traffic (e.g. HOV lanes). However, tunnel lanes could not be shared
between general traffic and LRT.
Alternative locations for a new tunnel through Mt Victoria were considered in this review. A new tunnel
close to the existing tunnel will involve approaches that will have adverse effects on the Town Belt, but
these will be less than with the other alternatives, including Constable Street, Hataitai Tunnel and the route
past Wellington Zoo. The Constable Street alignment is narrow with residential property close to the
existing carriageway, while the Crawford Road alignment is relatedly steep and winding. Streets near the
Hataitai Tunnel are narrow and have a strong residential character. The southernmost route via the zoo
passes through a residential neighbourhood, with strong heritage values, and would involve construction of
a new tunnel near areas of high value character and environmental attributes.
Therefore, the preferred location for a new tunnel would be near the existing Mt Victoria tunnel. However,
the other corridors should be retained as important public transport routes serving local areas.
A mass transit connection to the airport merits further investigation, since it is a major gateway to the City
with increasing patronage. There are also plans for significant airport expansion, which will further
increase demand for access. The surface connection to the airport scored higher than the option to tunnel
beneath the runway for safety, ease of implementation and affordability; construction works under
operational airport runways involve significant risk and cost.
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7.2

Mass Transit Mode Comparisons

The MCA assessment found that LRT alternatives scored higher than BRT alternatives in the CBD and scored
lower in the suburban areas. This result was not unexpected; worldwide LRT systems perform better in
more densely developed areas. However, the MCA is only one tool to compare alternatives, and in this
review the comparison was a high-level, qualitative review of the effects of each route and mode.
The key differences between BRT and LRT alternatives are the construction costs and assessed benefits.
LRT is more complex to implement and not as adaptable as BRT, and construction costs are substantially
higher (approx. 2 to 3 times). This cost difference is less than that implied in the PTSS but is still
substantial; this is consistent with international experience.
The benefits assessed in the PTSS Study were also significantly less for LRT than BRT. This situation is less
common, in that in a like for like comparison, LRT systems often are assessed to have greater benefits, due
to their perceived quality, ability to encourage land use intensification and higher property values in
surrounding areas. However, there is limited evidence yet to suggest that these factors will be significant
in the Wellington context beyond the CBD.
A key determinant affecting passenger benefits will be network design; if significant numbers of passengers
need to transfer between services then the level of benefits will reduce.
The railway station interchange will be a critical point for the wider public transport network and will have
a significant impact on the viability of the MTC. Therefore, the connection between mass transit and
railway station must be designed in a user-friendly and effective way, to ensure that the transition from one
mode to another is seamless. This could require redesign of the existing interchange, so the movement
from train to mass transit is as direct and easy as possible and intercepts passengers who might otherwise
use other travel modes to get to their destination. Such a change would require proportionate investment
to achieve this objective
Rail station transfers will be a key driver of potential demand, particularly on Lambton Quay. Some 1500
transfers between rail and bus already take place in the two-hour morning peak period and with mass
transit in place the amount of transfer is set to increase significantly, more so if integrated ticketing is also
introduced.
This review has raised concerns over the absolute numbers of rail station transfers forecast by the PTSS
modelling particularly in relation to the transfer of short distance walking trips. Such an outcome may be
both unrealistic and undesirable and will need to be carefully evaluated in the scenario modelling currently
being undertaken by LGWM.
Nevertheless, it is still expected that the highest passenger demands will occur on Lambton Quay with the
general trend of demand dropping off significantly beyond the CBD. This is common to both the BRT and
LRT alternatives.
Both BRT and LRT modes could carry the peak indicative future travel demand forecasts on the Golden Mile
at a service frequency that would be in line with other ambitions to improve the quality of the CBD
environment. Currently, LRT can provide a higher capacity, better quality service than BRT and will be
more likely to meet customer expectations, although as technologies “converge” this perception may
change in future.
The operating model assumed in the PTSS envisages shared use of the corridor between mass transit
vehicles and conventional buses. A “Bronze” Standard BRT has a desirable maximum frequency of 2
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minutes, to minimise service disruption and improve reliability. A similar issue applies to light rail.
Therefore, sharing the corridor between mass transit and other passenger services will be a compromise
that could adversely affect reliability, and therefore the attractiveness, of the passenger transport system.
As the detail of this project is developed, the operating model should be carefully assessed, with the aim of
minimising the need for mass transit and other services to share the same physical space.
BRT has higher resilience against unplanned events and disruptions than LRT, due to the nature of the fixed
LRT infrastructure (tracks, traction, etc.). However, this factor could be mitigated by designing the system
to minimise or avoid adverse effects when incidents occur; for example, fixed infrastructure could be
constructed to withstand strong earthquakes with ground improvements and flexible track bed
foundations. However, these features would add to construction costs. A full risk and opportunity
analysis should be undertaken as part of a detailed business case, to examine the potential benefits
associated with adopting higher standards for the system design to address resilience and reliability issues.
LRT corridors can be simpler to integrate seamlessly into pedestrian spaces, thereby enhancing city
amenity, and support the activation of streets for people. By comparison, BRT corridors can sometimes
increase the barrier created by road corridors, due to wider corridors and larger number of vehicles needed
to provide the same capacity.

7.3

System Development, Mode Choice and Futureproofing

The conclusion of this review is that the development of the Wellington Passenger Transport System should
be based on an agreed pathway for improvements, with decision trigger points that, when satisfied, would
indicate the need for the next stage of development. Pathways should be flexible to allow for changing
circumstances such as increased travel demands, land use development or wider regional economic
performance factors.
The pathway for implementing a mass transit system in Wellington is currently aligned towards a BRT end
state. The forecast patronage and associated transport benefits do not, of themselves, indicate that the case
could be made for investment in LRT. However, there has been little work undertaken yet on the potential
land development and property benefits that might be promoted by LRT, nor on the amenity and city
enhancing attributes that LRT systems are known to bring. International experience has shown that these
benefits can be significant and can contribute towards a compelling investment case.
There is currently a significant imbalance between the forecast patronage for the Golden Mile and the areas
to the south of the Basin Reserve. One possibility might therefore be to build out the corridor in stages,
perhaps only as far as the Basin in the first instance.
As the pathway for development of the mass transit system in Wellington indicates the need for future
major changes in mode, then the need to “future proof” the route for further development should be
carefully assessed. From a practical perspective, transitioning from BRT to LRT on the same alignment is
difficult; cost and service disruption while the transition is underway have been significant impediments to
similar projects overseas. Therefore, alternative routes, especially in and around the Golden Mile, may
need to be considered for temporary purposes while the MTC is upgraded
The short to medium term future operation of the passenger transport system through the Wellington CBD
should be a continual upgrading of the existing corridor to optimise service patterns and provide more
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segregated running for buses with priority measures at key locations, coupled with complementary
measures such as branding and integrated ticketing. By continually monitoring passenger growth and
factors such as land use development, early identification of a trigger for transition to mass transit will be
possible. The forecast growth in travel demand suggests this time horizon would be the next 10 to 15
years, although if the current pattern of accelerated growth continues, the timeframe for the next major
intervention to improve passenger transport may be nearer to 8 to 10 years.
Transport technology is changing at an accelerating pace. It is possible that some other form of mass
transit may emerge within the planning horizon for this project, which may offer an alternative pathway to
either BRT or LRT. The pathway for improving passenger transport in Wellington should be flexible, so
that the system can take advantage of new ideas and innovations that arise in future.

7.4

Next Steps

LGWM is currently investigating several scenarios for transport interventions in the Wellington area, of
which the MTC will be part. Implementation of the LGWM initiatives will involve several partner
organisations, each with their own criteria for investing in transport and land use outcomes. Therefore,
once the scenario evaluation has been completed, a detailed business case should be the next step to
confirm the investment case of the preferred scenario for all the LGWM Partners.
The business case should be a widely drawn evaluation of all the benefits and costs, using the most
appropriate evaluation techniques, including an assessment of the potential for land use development and
property benefits, together with regional economic development opportunities. It is recommended that
scoping this business case should involve all stakeholders, so that there is early agreement on the benefits
to be assessed and the methodology for evaluating them.
The business case should also consider how the recommended “end state” will be achieved, by articulating a
staged pathway with intermediate improvements to services and infrastructure along the preferred
corridor. The business case should define the trigger points that would show when subsequent steps along
the pathway towards the end state for the MTC would be required. Clarification of the pathway process will
provide more certainty for LGWM and stakeholders about the future vision and development of the
Wellington Regional Transport System.
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STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT MEETING
NOTES

WELLINGTON MASS TRANSIT CORRIDORS
STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT MEETING NOTES
(04/07/2017 - 06/07/2017)
INTRODUCTION
This note provides a summary of the discussions held with a selection of stakeholders with interests in our independent review
of the Wellington Mass Transit Corridors. Stakeholder engagement was undertaken between 4th and 6th July 2017 and included
meetings with individual stakeholders and a project Workshop. Three questions were sent out to the stakeholders prior to the
individual meetings to set the context for the discussions, namely:
1.

Do you have any specific concerns with the PTSS assumptions/criteria and why?

2.

Do you have any specific concerns with the current PT spine/routes and why?

3.

What do you consider are the most important features of a PT spine?

Following on from the individual stakeholder meetings, a workshop was held on 6th July at the NZTA Wellington Office. During
the 3-hour session, a facilitated discussion took place between the 20 participants that focussed on the three areas listed below:
1.

Project Objectives Discussion
What objectives should the review focus on?

2.

Problems Discussion
- consider the previous problem statements.
- discuss if they are still valid, or if amendment need to be made.

3.

Assumptions and Key Data Discussion
- Does the latest information change the Problems we are going to address with Mass Transit Corridors?
- What are the most critical issues for the Mass Transit Corridors?
- What other assumptions should inform our review?

The presentation provided to the stakeholders is available in Appendix A.

Level 9, Zurich House
21 Queen Street
Auckland 1010
PO Box 3935
Shortland Street, Auckland 1140
Tel: +64 9 377 9941
Fax: +64 9 377 9946
www.wsp.com
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04/07/2017
Generation Zero, Individual Stakeholder meeting, 1730-1830
Location: NZTA, The Majestic Centre, 100 Willis Street, Wellington
Stakeholder Representatives: Victor Komarovsky, Ellie Creneck, Max ?
WSP Representatives: Tim Cuthbert, Risto Jounila
Key points raised by GZ:
— disadvantages of LRT were over emphasised in PTSS;
— BCR for LRT considered to too low (regenerative and public realm benefits not fully captured);
— PT mode share growth too low, about 8% over 20 years;
— BRT tunnelling not adequate for reliability (LRT-BRT comparison not made in a fair way);
— Proposed PT solutions are reactive (ie demand led) instead of proactive;
— climate change is not considered in PT Spine assessment; Paris Treaty is signed;
— environment and climate change should be separated.

Trams-Action, Individual Stakeholder meeting, 1830-1940
Location: NZTA, The Majestic Centre, 100 Willis Street, Wellington
Stakeholder Representatives: Demetrius Christoforou, Paula Warren, Andre de Groot
WSP Representatives: Tim Cuthbert, Risto Jounila
Key points raised by TA:
— BRT can´t work, too many buses on Golden Mile;
— Predictable transit times not possible with BRT;
— sensible network design, reliable PT and integration to pedestrian network are all important considerations;
— (PT) Transport system planning should be linked with amenities;
— Climate change should be factored into the assessment;
— Current heavy rail system coverage good (over 92%);
— PTSS did not consider depot or maintenance facilities;
— LRT extra tunnel Mt Victoria unnecessary;
— Mt Victoria tunnel about 30% AM peak traffic were taxis;
— Urban form important, LRT would support new urban development areas.
Further information supplied by Trams-Action is contained within Appendix B.
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05/07/2017
Fair Intelligent Transport, Individual Stakeholder meeting, 1000-1100
Location: NZTA, Chews Lane Meeting Room, Wellington
Stakeholder Representatives: John Rankin, Michael Barnett, Kerry Wood
WSP Representatives: Derek McCoy, Tim Cuthbert, Risto Jounila
Key points raised by FIT:
— A key principle for system planning should be Urban form first, transport system follows;
— liveability of the city, Quality in my backyard ‘Qimby’ are also vital considerations;
— 2030 Wellington vision; CBD is the Economic hub of the region, growth is happening via intensification;
— PTSS neglected locations beyond the railway station, for example Johnsonville;
— In the PTSS BRT was not specified accurately.
— LRT should be considered as an investment opportunity to encourage economic growth and urban development, rather
than a means to fix a problem.

Further information supplied by FIT is contained within Appendix C.
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06/07/2017
Stakeholder Engagement Workshop, 1800-2100
Location: The Majestic Centre (Level 5, 100 Willis Street, Wellington, 6011)
Project Representatives (LGWM):
Alex Campbell
Lucie Desrosiers
Barry Mein
Adam Nicholls
Willy Trolove
Luke Troy
Stakeholder Representatives:
Mike Mellor (Congestion Free Wellington)
Yvonne Weeber (Congestion Free Wellington)
Duncan Ballinger (Generation Zero)
Zoe Mack (Generation Zero)
Michael Barnett (Fair Intelligent Transport)
Kerry Wood (Fair Intelligent Transport)
Demetrius Christoforou (Trams-Action)
Paul Warren (Trams-Action)
WSP Team:
Tim Cuthbert (WSP)
Michael Hamerton (WSP)
Risto Jounila (WSP)
Derek McCoy (WSP)
Robert Schofield (Boffa Miskell)
Discussion 1 – “What objectives should our review focus on”
This part of the discussion focussed on a review of the PTSS and LGWM objectives.
— Removing transport disadvantage and providing mobility to all. Poorer areas struggle with lack of access to public
transport and lack of access to private modes, resulting in limited mobility and lack of available opportunities. This is
exacerbated by poor PT services at nights and weekends, making it difficult for shift workers to use PT;
— It was said the current routes are unpopular and not where needed;
— Make Public Transport routes easily accessible. Public transport stops need to be within a walkable distance of both
origin and destination of the journey, with routes going through catchment areas to serve as many people as possible;
— The service needs to be reliable for both arrival & departure times and on-board journey times. Public Transport
should provide efficient journey times and not be delayed by congestion, with more effective use of the road space
available, and public transport priority to reduce journey times. Rationalisation of stops to reduce journey time (There was
discussion on this area over what was meant by “reliability”; some thinking it was synonymous with frequency);
— The Public Transport spine needs to be flexible to meet future development needs, population growth, and
changing origin-demand profiles;
— The public transport network needs to be legible to promote ease of use. Where routes go, where they stop, and when
they are expected. needs to be clear to passengers and those wanting to use the service. Real time information is very
much desired;
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— The public transport network needs to be attractive to use. Such as providing a level of comfort that can compete with
private vehicles; it should be aesthetically pleasing with attractive vehicles and ancillary infrastructure (stops, ticketing
machines, network information) that are also pleasant;
— The service should enhance the liveability of the city, and not conflict with amenity. This includes issues such as
health, safety, resilience, urban design, pollution reduction, emissions from vehicles);
— Public transport needs to provide a better option than the private car. Considering attributes such as time, cost,
quality, and affordability of the scheme;
— Vehicle capacity needs to be increased to reduce problems such as bus-on-bus congestion;
— Better integration between modes will open the network to users and promote journeys;
— The investment case needs to be legible and transparent for investors to understand benefits from the project, and
legible for users to know where their money is going and services that will be provided. Political will is believed to be
lacking when it comes to investing in public transport infrastructure, as well as a lack of community buy in these projects;
— Needs to be resilient to climate change and seismic events. The project needs to consider changing climate and
weather events, and take natural disasters into account.

Discussion 2 – Problems
This part of the discussion focussed on the previous problem statements, and examined if they are still valid or if amendments
need to be made.
— Competition for limited corridor space creates unreliable transport times. The CBD is constrained with limited
corridor options for public transport and the volume of traffic in the city (cars and buses) makes it less liveable;
— Transport disadvantage is a problem with the existing network. Some areas are poorly serviced with public transport
which limits accessibility and access to opportunities;
— Lack of mass transit south of station, which is reflected in investment choices. Emphasis on investing in the private
motor vehicle, with an imbalance in investment to journeys made by road. Institutional inertia in changing how things
have been done, and with changing to investment in public transport;
— The public are resistant to changing travel behaviour from private car to public transport. Public support is vital for
a public transport scheme;
— Lack of integration with land use, creating car dependent development. Extent of planned and current highway
infrastructure is inconsistent with community aspirations and investment objectives, and encourages car based travel.
Dispersed growth means that it is difficult to service with public transport;
— Geography constrains choices of where to build and what can be built;
— Forecast future demand will not be satisfied by the existing infrastructure;
— Currently the public transport spine is congested, as there is not enough capacity for the number of vehicles using
it.
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Discussion 3 – Assumptions and Key Data
This discussion focussed on how assumptions and key data may have changed since the PTSS work was completed. Three
questions were posed as follows:
What problems are going to be addressed with Mass Transit Corridors?
What are the most critical issues for the Mass Transit Corridors?
What other assumptions should inform our review?
— Roads of National Significance (RONS) has led to a change in the way people come into the city and what people think
about the future trends of travel demand;
— Transmission gulley report shows it will take passengers off the train and put more cars on the road;
— Previous assumption that a new tunnel through Mt Victoria was necessary, dramatically raises cost of LRT option and
subsequently the report favours BRT;
— Question over why the line ended at the airport and did not continue further, or reach other areas such as Miramar which
is becoming a work destination during the day.
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Wellington Mass Transit
Corridors and Futureproofing for
Light Rail
Project Review

Workshop 6th July 2017

Workshop Agenda
1. Welcome and Introductions
2. How does this review fit into the overall LGWM

Programme?
3. What are your expectations for this Workshop ?
2

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Workshop Scope
Project Objectives
Break
Problems
Assumptions and Key Data

Welcome and Introductions

How does this review fit into the overall LGWM
project ?

— Purpose for the review; how it fits with the
wider LGWM programme

4

Expectations

What are your expectations for this
Workshop ?
5

PT Spines Objectives
— Improve access into and out of the Wellington CBD

—
—
6

—
—
—

(thus enabling economic growth and productivity)
Meet future growth in public transport demand as
part of the wider transport network
Increase public transport mode share, particularly at
peak periods
Improve public transport reliability and efficiency
Improve the safety and resilience of the transport
system for all types of users including public
transport users, car users, pedestrians and cyclists
Provide public transport that is affordable for
passengers and ratepayers and that is increasingly
less reliant on subsidy

(Source: Report of the Wellington Public Transport Spine Options Hearing
Subcommittee 2014)

PT Spine Investment Objectives

— To improve the reliability and efficiency of

7

public transport within the Wellington
CBD
— To provide a high quality and high
frequency public transport system on the
public transport spine
— To provide public transport that is
affordable for passengers and ratepayers

(Source: PT Spine Study 2013)

PT Spine Design Objectives

— goes where people want to go, at the times

8

—
—
—
—
—

they want to travel
provides competitive journey times
provides value for money
is easy to understand and use
is safe, comfortable, and reliable
provides flexibility, allowing people to
change their plans.

(Source: Report of the Wellington Public Transport Spine Options Hearing
Subcommittee 2014)

Let´s Get Wellington Moving – Transport System
Objectives (2017)

• Enhances the liveability of the central city
• Provides more efficient and reliable access
9

to support growth
• Reduces reliance on private vehicle travel
• Improves safety for all users
• Is adaptable to disruptions and future
uncertainty

Project Objectives Discussion

What objectives should our
review focus on?
10

Break 10 minutes

11

Problems defined in PT Spine Study 2013

1. In future years, too many vehicles and

12

modes will share a constrained corridor
resulting in longer and unreliable public
transport journey times and worsening over
time;
2. There will be increased congestion in the
strategic and local road network and
additional environmental impacts as a result
of less mode share for public transport;

Problems defined in PT Spine Study 2013

3. There is constrained economic growth and

13

productivity in Wellington through
constrained access;
4. There will be reduced value for money and
effectiveness for current and planned
investment in public transport from the
uncertain shape and nature of long term
future public transport systems.

Problems Discussion

14

In your groups:
— consider the previous problem statements
— discuss if they are still valid, or if
amendments need to be made

Assumptions and Key Data: Discussion

Does this latest information change the Problems
we are going to address with Mass Transit
Corridors?
What are the most critical issues for the Mass
Transit Corridors?
19

What other assumptions should inform our review?

APPENDIX B

INFORMATION SUPPLIED BY TRAMS-ACTION
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Wellington City Rail Link

The Interislander terminal
•
•
•
•

Long-sought integration of the ferries into the CBD
Potential direct rail connections to ALL other transport
Connection for southbound tram-trains
Extra line for morning peak Hutt and NIMT tram-trains
bypassing WRS eliminates any possible capacity limitations.

at a glance

This drawing explains the arrangement of a light rail system for Wellington, arranged to facilitate through rail services from the existing Wellington suburban rail system – otherwise
known as tram-train. It is an amalgam of these proposals and plans:
• 1992
Superlink proposal – Transport 2000 and the Interprofessional Group
• 1993
Light rail announcement – Wellington Regional Council and NZ Rail Ltd
• 1993
Wellington Waterfront Tramway – report by Douglas Economics
• 1995
Works/MVA Light Rail Transit Feasibility Study – Wellington Regional Council & Wellington City Council
• 1999
Wellington Regional Land Transport Strategy, long-term proposals for after 2004
• 2000
SKM report on Hutt Valley light rail, for the Lower Hutt City Council
• 2006
North Wellington Public Transport Study
• 2013
Johnsonville Line Concept Report – Tom Matoff, LTK Engineering Services, California
Trams-Action, PO Box 2626, Wellington 6140.
http://www.wellingtonlightrail.org.nz/
Enquiries to: brent.efford@techmedia.co.nz
Issue 1, drawn by Brent Efford, 13/12/15, retitled 18/5/16.

TRAMS
ACTION

The cruise connection
• Ship-side tram connection to Interislander and cruise ships
• Regular scheduled ‘pedestrian accelerator’ access is more
efficient and economically productive
• Direct fast links to Te Papa, Golden Mile, cable car etc will
boost the Wellington cruise ship economy.

TRAM-TRAIN
FOR WELLINGTON
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Lambton
Quay transitway

• Both tram tracks on western side
of the median from
Molesworth to Hunter St
• Road traffic confined to the eas
tern side of Lambton Quay
• Traffic in one-way loops fed from
Featherston St.

The pedestrian accelerator
• 1990s Waterfront Tramway plan revived
• Designed as a CBD circulator, merged with the
Golden Mile route
• Northbound track inside waterfront area
• Southbound track in LH lane of Waterfront Rd
• Can use heritage trams, a la Christchurch, San Francisco
and Hong Kong, or modern streetcars, or both.
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KEY:

Tram-train track
Waterfront tramway (tram-train compatible)
Stations – level-boarding platform c 90m
Pedestrianised or very traffic-calmed
Lawn track
Exclusive RoW or lane
Tunnel (shared with non-motor users)
Prime redevelopment area

The schematic ...

Light rail in Wellington, as studied since the 1980s and foreshadowed in the 1999 Regional Land
Transport Strategy, would involve sharing railway tracks to access the Hutt Valley and Plimmerton. It
would be a regional tram-train system, as is found in Europe.
This is a schematic diagram of the whole system as it could be around 2040, with some Matangi
EMUs still in service. When the Matangis are fully retired a 100% tram-train system would be quite
feasible.

WAIKANAE

Electrification to Wairarapa

Otaihanga
PARAPARAUMU

Basin Boulevard
•
•
•
•
•
•

UPPER HUTT

Raumati Sth
QE Park
Paekakariki

Trentham

Pukerua Bay

Heretaunga
Silverstream

Plimmerton

SH1 diverted to Hania St
Traffic just 1 lane + 1 parking in each direction
Wide median becomes a linear park – the original Victorian design
Tram tracks in grass
Includes cycle & pedestrian paths
Could include a surface stormwater overflow stream.

Manor Park

Mana
Paremata
Aotea

Pomare
Taita

Queensgate

PORIRUA

Wingate
Hutt Hosp

High St

Kenepuru
Linden

WATERLOO
Woburn
Moera

Western Hutt
Rush St Ava

Redwood
Raroa

Epuni

Mitchell St
Bridge St

Tawa
JOHNSONVILLE

Naenae

Takapu Rd

Khandallah

Glenside
PETONE

Box Hill
Simla Crescent

Ngauranga

Gorge

Awarua Street
Kaiwharawhara

Ngaio

Basin Reserve

Ferry
Cruise ships
Stadium
Centreport
Railway

Crofton Downs

• Both tram tracks on east side of Basin Reserve
• SH1 lanes moved away from Basin Reserve
• Tram tracks under a new pavilion or an extended
embankment
• Cycle & pedestrian paths under the roadways, via a
sunken courtyard
• See the detail drawing below.

Thorndon Quay

WRS

Ballance St

Kumototo

Midland Park

Lyon

Queens Wharf

ANZ
Civic
Centre
Willis St

Te Papa
Waitangi Park

COURTENAY PLACE
Manners St

Adelaide Rd greenway

Mall
Taranaki St

• Both tram tracks on east side
• Use existing road widening margin
• Grass surfacing breaks the dreary asphalt

Basin Reserve
Adelaide Rd
HOSPITAL
Newtown

Zoo

Rongotai

Kilbirnie

AIRPORT

Tirangi Rd

Re-plan the Basin

The abandonment of the flyover plan creates a big opportunity to improve the urban ambience
around the Basin Reserve. Here is how it could work with light rail and SH1 traffic moved out of
Kent Tce.
State highway 1
Relevant local roads
LRT
Ped/cycle main routes & areas
Green surfacing (grass or ...)

Zip merge

The Hospital
•
•
•
•

NOTES

Terminus for Stage 2
Interchange with low-density bus services in south and east
Platforms shared with buses
Access from Adelaide Rd behind existing shops, avoids John St
intersection
Gold Coast University Hospital terminus

1

SH1 southbound routed via Hania St; gentler curves in
and out, Kent Tce becomes a traffic-calmed local
boulevard/street. Pedestrian buffer area outside Greek
Centre.

2

Kent/Cambridge median widened to take grasssurfaced light rail tracks and ped/cycle path.

3

Low (350 mm high) platform for tram stop.

4

Shared LRT/ped area outside BR gates – no traffic
access.

5

SH1 lanes moved as far from the BR as possible.

6

New pavillion/museum/grandstand cantilevered over
tram tracks

7

Sunken plaza between the roadways. Footpath ramped
down either side, wide entrances. SH1 northbound
lanes moved east as far as possible.

8

Museum stand removed – new embankment and
relocated trees.

9

Both tram tracks in grass on east side of Adelaide Rd.

Draft 5. Drawn Brent Efford 6/12/15
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8

9

nel

tun

Airport connection
• Existing tunnel widened and deepened to include a
single track tram line and airport service vehicles
• Tram line inside Airport boundary terminates beside
the baggage claim.

Dallas-Fort Worth IA

6
7

M
• Redevelopment area
• Upgrade the underutilised sports ground
• Boost tourism to the Zoo.

5

4

e

lb
tA

Newtown Park

1

2

LRT priority traffic signals (2) or ped
crossing signal (1)

APPENDIX C

INFORMATION SUPPLIED BY FIT
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C.1

REPLY TO QUESTIONS FOR INITIAL DISCUSSION

1. Specific concerns you have with the PTSS assumptions/criteria and why?
Cities which have successfully introduced light rail services have started with the urban form outcomes they want to achieve. This was
the intent of the PTSS Terms of Reference.
Desired outcomes typically include:
- increasing the mode share for public transport, with a corresponding decrease in private car mode share, because space in cities is
scarce and expensive, and cars take up a lot of space
- setting goals for the proportion of trips into the CBD using public transport, such as at least 50% of commuter trips
- setting goals for the number of trips per capita per year, typically double the number currently achieved in Wellington
- promoting transit-oriented development along light rail corridors, through land use intensification, to achieve "value uplift capture"
goals
- defining planning principles which treat light rail as a business investment that grows public transport ridership, including the
number of people using buses
- avoiding the degradation of urban form that ever growing numbers of private cars, roads and congestion inevitable produce
- recognising that light rail operating costs are lower than for buses once peak period ridership exceeds about 2500 pph
FIT has summarised these criteria at http://intranet.affinity.co.nz/projects/FITWellington/PlanningPrinciples.
In contrast, the PTSS treats public transport planning as managing inputs, rather than delivering outcomes.

2. Specific concerns you have with the current PT spine/routes and why?
The PTSS proposal is inappropriate for light rail:
- the route is too short; light rail needs a first line of 8 km or more for the speed and reliability benefits to kick in; the first build stage
should be at least 5 km
- the split route means the service frequency is halved south of the split; to succeed, light rail needs a high frequency service all day,
every day
- the route doesn't pass through existing high density neighbourhoods, or areas of all day demand (except the hospital), or areas where
development is planned; there simply will not be the ridership light rail requires and misses the opportunity to grow PT
- there is no consideration given to future developments beyond the initial build; it is treated as a stand-alone project
- light rail needs to be on a dedicated right-of-way, which means the spine needs to provide for buses as well as light rail, in separate
lanes; if light rail shares space with buses, it will be neither fast nor reliable
- the PTSS is silent on how it will deliver priority for light rail over other traffic, especially at the busiest intersections, such as the Basin
- it misses the opportunity to offer large numbers of people a congestion-free journey
If you plan to introduce light rail, you need to start by planning a route suitable for light rail, even if initially you deliver the service
using express buses.
See for example Calgary and Ottawa for cities which have taken this approach.

3. What FIT considers are the most important features of a PT Spine?
The aim needs to be to create a multi-modal transport network, supporting rail, bus, walking and cycling, so that people have real
transport choices.
FIT does not have a preferred or recommended route; we are route-agnostic.
We have investigated options which satisfy light rail planning principles and are technically feasible in Wellington's narrow streets.
Other options are available and may prove superior following detailed investigation.
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We have assumed that space will be made available for a dedicated light rail right-of-way by taking space away from cars.
FIT considers an effective first project would run from the railway station to Miramar, and could be built in stages.
Several extensions are possible, including Karori, Johnsonville, Hutt City, and Island Bay; future-proofing for these must be part of the
first project design.
We have not been able to find a good design for light rail through the Basin, assuming that SH1 will be two-way on Caro Drive and Buckle
Street.
The route design needs to offer excellent connections to bus and train services at hubs, while not forcing people to transfer for one or two
stop trips on light rail.
FIT is technology-neutral, while favouring widely-used, uncustomised, off-the-shelf technology; let the tender process discover the
solution offering best value.
Wellington already has enough PT demand on the proposed corridor to support light rail now.
FIT rejects the "future-proofing" approach currently proposed, as it's based on invalid assumptions; plan light rail now and complete the
first project within 10 years.
For more information, see http://intranet.affinity.co.nz/projects/FITWellington/TheCaseForLightRail.
To explore more of FIT's thinking, see http://intranet.affinity.co.nz/projects/FITWellington.
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